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There are, up to isomorphism, three rings of integral elements of the Cayley 
algebra over the ratio&s which contain the naive Cayley ring as a proper 
subring. This paper studies factorizations in each of these rings in a manner 
analogous to that in an earlier study by Pall and Taussky. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Estes and Pall have shown [2] that up to isomorphism there are only 
three rings C, , C, , and C, of integral elements of the Cayley algebra 
over the rationals, which have the naive ring C, as a proper subring. 
In [I] the problem of counting the number of factorizations of an element 
of C,, into two factors with given norms is completely solved. We will 
give here a complete solution of the same problem in the rings C, , C, , 
and C, . As might be expected the details for odd primes are essentially 
the same as for C, , and we will dispose of odd primes by references to [I]. 
Our Section 2 was revised by Pall so that it applies equally to [1] and 
simplifies the presentation ‘substantially, and makes the reference to 133 
unnecessary. 
The isomorphs of C, , C, , and C, which we will use consist of the 
elements (a1 + 2~42, where 01~ and as are in L and 
for C, the eight components of 01~) 01~ are all even or all odd, 
for C, both 42 and 42 are in H, 
for C, , a:1 = 701~ (mod 2), (01~ , (Ye in L; T = il + iz + i3). 
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Here L denotes the Lipschitz ring of quaternions t = x,, + x,i, + xzia + x3& 
(x,, ,..., x3 in Z), and H denotes the Hurwitz ring of quaternions e/2 
with x,, ,..., x3 all even or all odd. 
Let C denote C, , C, , or C, . Let K denote any element of C of norm Im, 
where I and m are positive integers. We wish to count the factorizations 
K = h/L, N(h) = I, NA = m,  (4) 
of K as a product of factors h, p in C, of respective norms I and m. If 
z, ,..., z, is a Z-basis of C, we call the element K = k,,z,, + a** + k,z, 
primitive modulo 2 if(k, ,..., k,) is odd. Define a, b, c, d, e by 
e = PO ,..., k,), d = (e, I, m), 2” II e, 2b /I 1, 2” 11 m. (5) 
Thus 22a I N(K); hence, 2a < b + c. We will prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Put K = zQK’, K’ = K~’ + VK~‘, whence K’ is primitive 
mod&o 2. If C = C, , the number n of factorizations (4) equals the number 
g;(d) of representations of d by the form g,’ when 
d < sm(b, c), K1’ and ~21 are in L, and either (i) N(K~‘) 3 0, 
(mod 4) or (ii) N(K~‘) ES N(K~‘) E 2 (mod 4) and K1’ + K; = 0 
or 1 + T (mod 2); (6) 
and n = h,(d) otherwise. If C = C, , n = g,(d) when (6) holds, n = g,“(d) 
otherwise. If C = C, , n = g,(d) if (6) holds or if a > sm(b, c), n = g,(d) 
if a < sm(b, c) and K’ = (x0 + xl& + me- + x+,)/2 has an odd number of 
x0 P Xl , x2 3 x3 odd, and n = g,“(d) otherwise. 
The forms g, , g,‘, g,” , and h, appeared in [2] (ha being called h, there). 
For our purposes we need only to know the following lemma, whose 
proof can be found in [2]. 
LEMMA 1. There is only one class of integral positive-definite octonary 
quadratic forms f of determinant A, such that 
A = & (viz. the class of g,), 
A=& and d, = 4 (viz. the cZass gi), 
A=+ and d, = 16 (viz. the class ga, 
and d7 = 64 (viz. the c/ass h8). 
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Here d, denotes the g.c.d. of the coefficients of adj(2f). In each case, 
d, is the maximum possible g.c.d. of adj(2f) for any integral positive- 
definite form of the stated determinant. 
2. OUR METHOD OF Fkoo~ 
Write p = rnGo + *a* + m,z, in terms of a Z-basis z,, ,..., z, of C. 
The solutions h, p of (4) correspond one-to-one to the solutions ~1 of 
K,E = 0 (mod m) (8) 
considered as a congruence in C, which satisfy N(p) = m. Obviously, 
p satisfies (8) if and only if it satisfies Kp = 0 (mod p’) where p ranges 
over the prime factors of m, and p’ (( m. We first study p = 2 where, by (5), 
r = c. We can interchange the roles of 1 and m (by taking conjugates if 
necessary), and therefore assume c < b. The solutions m, ,..., m, of 
K/1. E 0 (mod 2”) (9) 
can be expressed by 
Cm0 ml -a- m,) = (x0 x, .*a x,) S, , (10) 
where S, is a certain integral matrix whose determinant is a power of 2, 
and x,, ,..., x, are arbitrary integer variables. Substituting (10) into 
m = f(m, ,..., m,) = N(p) yields (as one verities in every case) 
m/2c-a = g(xo ,..., x,) (in one case, 2g(x, ,..., x,)), (11) 
where g is in the class of forms listed in the various cases of Theorem 1. 
If p is an odd prime and pr \I m, Kf% = 0 (mod p’) reduces to 
h ml *-* m,> = (Yo Yl *** Yd SD 7 (12) 
where the yi are arbitrary integer variables, and, as shown in Section 3 
of [l] for the case C,, , 
det S, = P~(~-~), where p6 I d, (13) 
Kj* GE 0 (mod p’) implies f(m, ,..., m,) = N(p) E 0 (mod p’-*). (14) 
Both results must hold for C since the two rings are connected by trans- 
formations of determinant a power of 2, which is prime to p. It follows 
that the formfis transformed by an integral transformation of determinant 
P 4+6), giving a form of determinant p8(c-8) with every coefficient divisible 
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by pr-8. Removing this factor, the resulting form is integral and belongs 
(Lemma l), since p is odd, to the unique class of determinant d and 
g.c.d. d, . And so, step by step, Theorem 1 follows. 
3. SOME LEMMAS 
LEMMA 2. Let 5 1, K~, K~ be quaternions, h an integer. The transfor- 
mation which carries <, into hK1tl#cZ has determinant h4N(K1)2 N(K$. 
Proof. One easily verifies that the transformation sending .$ into &, 
or into (~5, has determinant No. 
LEMMA 3. If K is an integral matrix of order 4 such that KK’ s I4 
(mod 2), then the sum of the elements in each row or column is odd. 
This is easily verified. 
LEMMA 4. Let K denote an integral matrix of order 4 with j K j2 = 1 
(mod 2C-a+1). If the form whose matrix is I, + KK’ represents only numbers 
congruent to 0 module 2c-a+1, then the form whose matrix is I4 + K’K 
also represents only numbers congruent to 0 module 2c--ofl. 
Proof. Now KK’ = -I, (mod 2”-“) and the diagonal elements of KK’ 
are congruent to -1 modulo 2C-o+f. Also, 
(adj K’)(adj K) = adj KK’ E -I4 = adj(--l,)(mod 29. 
Further, the diagonal elements of (adj K’)(adj K) are congruent to - 1 
modulo 2c-a+1. And adj K = ) K / K-l, adj K’ = ! K j (K’)-l. Hence 
[ K I2 (K’)-l K-l s -I4 (mod 2c--O+1), j K I2 I, = -K’K (mod 2”-9. 
Since 1 K I2 z 1 (mod 2C-Q+1), 1, = -K’K (mod 27 and the diagonal 
elements of K’K are congruent to - 1 modulo 2c-o+1. 
LEMMA 5. Let v1 = (n, + nlil + m.* + n,i,)/2 with n, ,..., n, odd, and 
let j, = (1 + i, + .*a + Q/2. If no f nl + n2 + n3 = 0 (mod 4) there 
exist A,, A,’ in L such that v1 = j3A1 = h,‘j, . If no - n, - n2 - n3 c 0 
(mod 4), there exist A, , A,’ in L such that vl = j& = X,‘j, . 
This follows from Lemma 5 in [l]. 
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4. TREATMENT OF C, 
We can write K = 2a~‘, K’ primitive modulo 2, K’ = K~’ + 2)~~’ with 
K1’ = (X0 + -” + X&)/2, K~’ = (x4 -I- +** -I- x,ia)/2 both in H. 
Since 2b+c-20 1 NK’, 4 1 NK’. Hence, NK~’ and NK~’ are both odd or both 
even. In the last event, K~’ and K~’ are both in L and we can write x1 = 2~~’ 
(i = O,..., 7), and have exactly four of the numbers xi odd; in particular, 
the case here where NK~’ f NK2’ = 2 (mod 4) and Ki + K2’ f 0 or 
1 + T (mod 2) can be excluded, since this case can be changed into one 
where NKl’ is odd by use of Lemma 4 of [l]. 
Suppose first that NK~’ is odd. Since 2b+c--2a ( NK’ and b + c - 2a > 
c - a + 1, we have NK~’ = -NK~’ (mod 2c-a+1). Set p = ,ul + up2 
with pl, p2 in H. The congruence K’,G E 0 (mod 29 in C, becomes 
K1’& GE -PC&‘, J?,‘/.+ = ,&K; (mod 2’3, (15) 
or 
-(NK~‘) p2 = ~~‘ji~~~‘, (NK,‘) p2 E K~‘~~K~’ (mod 2”-9. (16) 
Either of these implies the other since NK~’ = -NK~’ (mod 2~++l). 
Choose h in 2 so that INKY’ = 1 (mod 29. Then (16) reduces to 
p2 = /IK~‘,C~~K~’ (mod 2”-9, or 
where & and & are arbitrary elements of HI and hence & + v& is an 
arbitrary element of C, . Let S* denote the matrix of the transformation 
(17). Then S* is of the form 
1 14 0 2+-“I K 1 ’ 4 
where K is the matrix of the transformation which carries [, into IzK~‘~~K~‘. 
Put S = T-?.ST where 
T = [it 2tIb 1 with A = [j -i -i i]. 
By computing S using the definition of T, we see by Lemma 4 that S 
is an integral matrix. 
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The norm form of an element in C, is g,” . If M(g,“) denotes the matrix 
of the form g,” , we have M(gi) = T-l(V)‘. Then the matrix of the form g 
is 
Let B = (a,, a, , a2, a& with a, ,..., a3 in 2 and let [ = &A-l = 
(x0/2, x,/2, xd2, x3/2) for some x,, ,..., x3 in 2 with x0 E ... E x3 (mod 2). 
Put ,$ = (x0 + +** + x&)/2. Now 
a[A?(z* + KK’) A-l’] d’ = (&A-l)(Z* + KK)(&4-1)’ 
= &Z, + KK’) f’ 
= @ + (@X&Y 
= N(t) + N(hK&;) 
- %f) + h2N(K,‘) N&i) N(t) 
= N(t)[l + h2N(‘Q’) N(K;)] 
SE 0 (mod 2c-afl). 
Thus, the form whose matrix is ,4+l(Z, + KK’) A-l’ represents only 
numbers congruent to 0 modulo 2 c - O+l. Hence, the form g is divisible by 
2F-a. If we put g = 2c-Qg*, we have M(g*) = M(g)/2c-a. We must now 
identify the form g*. Since I$1 7 1 S* 1 = 2*(@+@ and det gi = 1% , 
we have det g* = & . We now proceed to find the g.c.d. of the coefficients 
of the form adj(2g*). Now 
Then 
J,f(zg*) = T-lS*S*'T-1'/2c-a-1. 
adj M(ig*) = / Sy I2 (T-lS*S*‘T-l’)/l T I2 27(c-a-1). 
Since I T I = 4 and 1 S* I = 2*(~-@), we have 
If we can show that the matrix appearing on the right-hand side of (18) is 
integral and has even diagonal elements, we will have that the g.c.d. of the 
coefficients of adj(2g*) is divisible by 16. From Lemma 1 will follow that 
the g.c.d. of the coefficients of adj(2g*) must be 16. Thus, by Lemma 1, 
g* will be in the class ofg,” . 
Since the form whose matrix is A-‘(I, + KK’) A-i’ represents only 
numbers congruent to 0 modulo 20-++l, the form whose matrix is Z4 + KK 
also has this property. By Lemma 2 and choice of h, / K I --i 1 (mod 2C-a+1); 
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hence, 1 K I2 E 1 (mod 2c-o+1). By Lemma 4, we have that I4 + K’K 
represents only numbers congruent to 0 modulo 2+O+l. Thus, the form 
whose matrix is A’(& + K’K) A also has this property. Therefore, 
A’(& + K’K) A/2C-a is an integral matrix with even diagonal elements. 
The remaining case for the ring C, occurs when Nq’ is even. Here 
we have K’ = x0’ + a** + x,‘i, with exactly 4 of the xi’ odd. The case 
NKl’ ZE 0 (mod 4) is the same as the case NK~’ = iV~2’ = 2 (mod 4) with 
K1’ + K~’ = 0 or 1 + T (mod 2). Thus, we can assume that NKl’ E NK2’ = 2 
(mod 4) and K1’ + ~2’ = 0 or 1 + T (mod 2). Since NK~’ = 2 (mod 4) 
and K1’ belongs to L, K~’ is divisible by 1 + il both on the left and on the 
right. Again, NK~’ + NK~’ = 0 (mod 2G-a+1). From (16) we obtain 
tN’Q’> l-42 = ‘Q’jilK;, -(NK~)) p2 = K~‘~~~KZ) (mod(1 + il) 2”-“), (19) 
either of which implies the other. We can choose h in 2 so that 
@NK:)/~ E 1 (mod 2”-3. Then (19) becomes 
or 
/+ = hK1’F1K2’/2 (mod(1 + il) 2c-o-1) 
I+ = 613 /a&a = hK,‘&K;/2 + (1 + ia 2’-‘-‘& , 
(20) 
where & , t2 belongs to H (i.e., & + u& is in C2). If 5; + z.& is in C, , 
then j.+ + vp2 is in C, also. 
Let S* denote the matrix of the substitution (20). S* is of the form 
1 1 0 0 
14 K 
[ 1 where V = -1 1 0 0 0 2c-a-1v ’ i 1 0 0 1 1 0 O-l 1 
and K is the matrix of the transformation which carries & into hKi&K;/2. 
Put S = T-lS*T where T is the same matrix as in the previous case. 
As before, it is easy to verify that S is an integral matrix. Here, we have 
j,,f( g) = T-ls*s*‘T-1’ = [$;~~~l;bl~;)& 2c-‘-1A-1KvA-1’ 1. 
22’c-a-MA-‘YV’A-1’ 
As in the previous case, the elements of A-‘(& + KK’) A-l’ are divisible 
by 2”-“. Also, A-lVK’A-l’ is integral, and A-l VV’A-l’ is integral with 
even diagonal elements. Thus, the form g is divisible by 2c-u. If we again 
put g = 2c--og*, we have M(g*) = M(g)/2C-a. We must now identify 
the form g*. Since / S I = I S* I = 24(C-a)-2 and det g,” = A, we have 
det g* = & . Hence, by Lemma 1, g* is in the class of g, . 
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5. TREATMENT OF Cl 
Again, we can write K = 2a~‘, K’ primitive modulo 2, K’ = K~’ t 1.~~’ 
with 
Kl ' = (x0 + *‘* + X&)/2, KZ’ = (X, + ‘*’ + X4,)/2, 
where x,, ,..., x, are all even or all odd; i.e., K1’ , K~’ are both in L or 
both in H - L. As before, 2b+c-2” 1 NK’ implies 4 j NK’, and hence 
NK~’ and NK~ are both even or both odd. In the latter event, K1’ and K~’ 
are both in L and we can write xi = 2~~’ (i = O,..., 7) and have exactly 
four of the xi’ odd; in particular, the case where NK~’ = NKZ) = 2 (mod 4) 
and Kl’ t- K2’ = 0 or 1 + T (mod 2) can be changed into one where 
NK,’ = 0 (mod 4) by Lemma 4 of [l]. 
We first treat the case Of NKi’ odd. Since 2b+c-2a / NK’ and b + c - 2a 3 
c - a + 1, we have NK~’ E -NK~’ (mod 2c-ac1). Set p = p1 + z’p2 , 
where pl, pz are both in L or both in H - L. The congruence K’p = 0 
(mod 2”-9 in C, becomes 
or 
K1’,iil = -/+K;, iil’p2 = ,L&K~ (mod 2c-a) (20 
-(NK~)) p2 E K~,&KZ), (NK,') p2 = K~‘&K~’ (mod 29, (22) 
either of which implies the other. We can choose h in 2 so that INKY’ - 1 
(mod 2”-9. Then (22) reduces to pLz = ~K~‘,,$K~ (mod 2c-a) or 
Pl = 45 P /Lo = hqr&cZ’ + 2’+& , (23) 
where & + vt2 is in C, . We must now show that t1 + vc, in C, implies 
that p1 + vpz is in C, . We first consider the case [, , t2 in L. If K~‘, KZ’ 
are both in L, then hKI’tlKZ’ is in L and p1 + vpz is in C, since p1 , p2 are 
in L. If K1’, K2’ are both in H - L, then K~’ = (x0 + ... + x&)/2 and 
K~’ = (x4 + ... + x,&)/2 for some x0 ,..., x7 in Z with x,, ,..., x, odd. 
Clearly, both x0 + e-0 + xQ and x, + *.. + x, are even. If 2Ki and 2K2 
have their coefficient sums congruent modulo 4, then 2~; and -2Kz 
will have them incongruent. Since we are at liberty to take conjugates, 
we can assume one of x0 + *.a + x3 or xq + ... i x, is congruent to 0 
modulo 4 and the other is congruent to 2 modulo 4. Thus, by Lemma 5, 
we have K1’ = A& , K2’ = j,h, or K1’ = X,j, , KS’ = j,h, for some X, , h, 
in L. Then hKI’fIKZ’ = hh,(j,fl j,) h, or hh,(j,f,j,) h, . Now both j,$, j, 
and jd,j, belong to L. Thus, hK1’flKZ’ is in L and pFL1 + vp2 is in C, since 
p1 , pz are in L. 
We now consider the case el, & in H - L. If K;, K; are in L and N(K,‘) 
and N(K,‘) are odd (which is the case here), then hq’flKZ’ is in H - L. 
Thus, p1 + q+ is in C, since pl, pz are in H - L. If K;, K~’ are in H - L, 
641/712-7 
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we have again by Lemma 5 (taking conjugates if necessary) K~’ = X,j, , 
’ = j3h2 or K~’ = hllja , K~’ = j2A2 for some h, , AZ in L. Since N(j,) = 
$j&= 1, we must have N(h,) and N(&) odd. Again, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
or hh,(j,&j,)h, . Since t1 is in H - L, both j&j, and j&j3 are in H - L. 
Since N@,) and N&J are odd, h&(j&j3 A2 and hX,(j&j,) h, are both 
in H - L. Thus, p1 + vpz is in C, since pl, pz are in H - L. 
Let S* denote the matrix of the substitution (22). S* is of the form 
where K is the matrix of the transformation which carries fl into IzK~‘(~K~‘. 
Put S = T-%*T where 
Using the definitions of S* and T and Lemma 3, we see that S is an integral 
matrix. 
The norm form of an element of C, is h8 . If M(h,) denotes the matrix 
of the form h8 , we have M(h,) = T-‘(T-l)‘. Then the matrix M(g) of 
the form g is 
M(g) = T-?S*S*‘T-l’. 
As in the case of the ring C, , we can show I4 + KK’ = 0 (mod 2”-‘9. This 
is done by showing that the form whose matrix is I4 + KK’ represents 
only numbers congruent to 0 modulo 2c-a+1. It is now easy to verify 
that the form g is divisible by 2”-“. If we put g = 2c-5g*, we have M( g*) = 
M(g)/2+a. We must now identify the form g*. Since / S 1 = 1 S* [ = 24(c-a) 
and deth, = 3, we have det g* = 4 . We now proceed to determine 
the g.c.d. of the coefficients of the form adj(2g*). Now 
Then 
M(zg*) = T-lS”SWT-1’/2c-a-1. 
adj &f(2g*) = 1 S* 12 T’S*-l’s*-IT/I T 12 27(C-a-l). 
Since I T I = 2 and j S* 1 = 24(c-0), we have 
adj M(2g*) 
2C-aIe - (Y’K’ + KY) - KW + Y’(I, + K’K) W/2C-a 
25 
+ Y’(I, + K’K)Y/2”-” = 
- W’K’ + W’(Z, + K’K) Y/2+= W’(I, f K’K) W/2c-a 
(24) 
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If we can show that the matrix appearing on the right-hand side of (24) 
is integral and has even diagonal elements, we will have the g.c.d. of the 
coefficients of adj(2g*) divisible by 64. From Lemma 1, we see that the 
g.c.d. of the coefficients of adj(2g*) must be 64, and g* must be in the 
class of h, . 
Since the form whose matrix is Z4 + KK’ represents only numbers 
congruent to 0 modulo 2c-a+1, the form whose matrix is Z4 + K’K has 
the same property by Lemma 4. Thus (Z4 -+ K’K)/2”-” is an integral 
matrix with even diagonal elements. Hence, Y’(Z, + K’K) Y/2”-” and 
w’(Z, + K’K) W/2”-” are integral matrices with even diagonal elements. 
Finally, Y’(Z, + K’K) WJ2C-a and w’(Z, + K’K) Y/2e-” are integral 
matrices as well as W’K’ and KW. 
The remaining case for the ring C, occurs when NK1’ is even. The 
case NK~’ f 0 (mod 4) is the same as the case NK1’ = NK~’ 3 2 (mod 4) 
with K~’ + K~’ = 0 or 1 + T (mod 2). Thus, we can assume NK1’ = NK2’ = 2 
(mod 4) with K1’ + K2’ E 0 or 1 + T (mod 2). Since NKl’ E 2 (mod 4) and 
K~’ is in L, K1’ is divisible by 1 + il both on the left and on the right. 
Again, NK~’ = --NK~’ (mod 2C-a+1). From (21) we obtain 
(NK~‘) p2 I K~‘&KZ), -(NK~) p2 = K~&K~’ (mod (1 + il) 2’-“), (25) 
either of which implies the other. We can choose h in 2 so that hN~~‘/2 = 1 
(mod 2”-“). Then (25) becomes p2 = ~K~‘,L&K~‘/~ (mod(1 $- il) 2”-“-l) or 
Pl = ‘5 3 /.Lg = hK&K;/2 + (1 + il) 2”-a-1& , (26) 
where & + v& is in C, , If & , & are both in L, then Z.Q , Z.Q are both in L 
and pI + VP., is in C, . If & , & are both in H - L, then NS, is odd and 
(1 + il) .$z is in L. Since NK~ = NK~’ = 2 (mod 4), we have N(K~‘[~K/) = 4 
(mod 8). Also, K~‘~~K~’ belongs to L. Thus, the coefficients of K~‘~~K~’ 
must all be odd. Hence, hK1’&K2’/2 belongs to H - L. Therefore, p1 + z’pz 
is in C, . 
Let S* denote the matrix of the substitution (26). S* is of the form 
1 1 0 0 
[ 
14 K 
0 1 pa-lJ/ ’ where 0 0 1 1 
0 O-l 1 
and K is the matrix of the transformation which carries .& into hK1’&K2’/2. 
Put S = T-Yi’*T where T is the same matrix as in the previous case. 
Using Lemma 3 and the deIinitions of S* and T, we again see that S is an 
integral matrix. Also, 1 S 1 = 1 S* 1 = 24(c-a-1) 1 V 1 = 24c-4a-2. Again, 
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the matrix of the form g is M(g) = T-lS*S*‘T-I’. As in the previous case, 
it is not difficult to verify that the form g is divisible by 2”-“. Putting 
g = 2”-“g*, we proceed to identify the form g*. Since [ S 1 = 24(c-a)-Z 
and det h, = &, we have det g* = & . We now determine the g.c.d. 
of the coefficients of adj(2g*). Again 
adj M(2g*) = 1 s* 12 T's*-l's*-IT/I T 12 p-@-l). 
Since 1 T 1 = 2 and 1 S* I = 24(c-a)-2, we have 
adj M(2g*) 
2G-a14 - 2( Y’V-l’K’ + KV-lY) -2KV-lW . 
+4[Y’V-l(Z, + K’K)V-1Y]/2C-a +4Y’V-1’(I,+K’K)V-1W/2C-= 
-2W'V-l'K' 
+4W’f’7I, + K’K)V-1Y/2C-a 4 W’V-l’(I, + K’K)V-1 W/2c-“q 
(2 
If we can show that the matrix on the right-hand side of (27) is integral 
and has even diagonal elements, we will have the g.c.d. of the coefficients 
of adj(2g*) divisible by 4. From Lemma 1 we see that the g.c.d. of the 
coefficients of adj(2g*) is 4 and that g* is in the class of g,‘. 
Since V-l = V/2, 2 V-l is integral and 2( Y’ V-IK’ + KV-lY) is integral 
with even diagonal elements. As in the previous case, I4 + K’K = 0 
(mod 2c-a+1). Thus, 4Y’ V-1’(14 + K’K) V-1Y/2c-a and 4W’P’(I, + K’K) 
V-l W/2”-” are integral matrices with even diagonal elements. Also, 
2KV-1 W, 4Y’P1’(14 + K’K) V-l W/~C-~ and their transposes are integral. 
6. TREATMENT OF C, 
In this case we write K = 2a~‘, K’ primitive modulo 2, K’ = K~’ + 2)~~’ 
with 
KI ’ = (X0 + *” + X&)/2, K2’ = (X4 + *-’ + X,&)/2, 
where 2~~’ = T(~K,‘) (mod 2). Again 2b-i-c-2a j NK’ implies 4 I NK’. We 
have three cases: all of x,, ,..., x7 odd, exactly 4 of x0 ,..., x, odd, all of 
x0 PO.., x7 even. In the first two cases K’ iS not in Co but 2K’ is in Co . In the 
third case K’ is in Co . 
We shall treat the first two cases together. Since 2K’ is in Co, the 
factorization 2°K’ = hp becomes 2a+1(2~‘) = A*p*, where h* = 2A, 
p* = 2~ are both in Co. If we put I* = N(h*), m* = N(p*), 
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e* = &J 1’.., 4, and d* = (25+1e*, I*, m*), then d* = 2d when 
u < sm(b, c). 2”+‘(2~‘) = h*p* implies (2~‘) F;* = 2e-a+1X*; i.e., 
(2K’) ji* = 0 (mod 2e-o+1). Th us, each component of (2~‘) CL* must be 
divisible by 4. If exactly 4 of x,, ,..., x, are odd, we can have 1, 2, or 3 of 
the components of 2~~’ odd. If 1 or 3 of the components are odd, then 
N(2Ki) is odd. If 2 components are odd, we must have N(~K,‘) = N(~K,‘)= 
2 (mod 4) with 2~~’ f 2~~’ = 0 (mod 2). If all of x0 ,..., x, are odd, 
then N(~K,‘) 3 0 (mod 4). 
We first consider the case Of N(2K,‘) odd. Writing 2~ = 2~~’ + v(2Ki) 
and p* = pl + vp2 where p 1, p2 are in L, (2~‘) ii* = 0 (mod 2c-a+1) 
becomes 
(2Kl’ $ V(2K2’))(p1 - vp2) = 0 (mod 2c-a+1), 
which reduces to 
(2K;) ,& = -P2(2r7,'), (2K2’) p2 = j&(2$‘) (mod 2’-“+‘), (28) 
which becomes 
--N(k? P2 = (k')f%@K2'), 
N(2K,‘) ,u2 = (2K1’) ji1(2K2’) (mod 2c-a-1), 
(29) 
either of which implies the other since N(~K’) = N(~K,‘) + N(2K,‘) = 0 
(mod 2c-a+3). We can choose h in Z so that hN(2~~‘) = 1 (mod 2+“+l). 
Then (29) reduces to p2 = h(2~,‘) &(2~~‘) (mod 2C-at1) or 
111 = ‘5 > /.L2 = h(2K,‘) {,(2K,‘) + 2°-a+152 (30) 
for some <r , t2 in L. It is not hard to verify that, if (5, + vc2)/2 is in C, , 
then (pL1 + vp2)/2 is in C, . Substituting into pl,G1 + pzp2 we get 2c-a+1g*, 
where 
g* = &:I + 2h=@(@,‘) &@4 fz,> + 2C-a+1&&, 
2-+l.S = 1 + hN(2K;) N(2K,‘) EE 1 - (h2v(2K1’))2 = 0 (mod 2C-a+2). 
Thus, s is an even integer and g*/2 is integral and of determinant & . 
By Lemma 1, g*/2 is in the class of g, . Hence, n = g,(d*/2) = g,(d). 
Now suppose that x0 ,..., x, are all odd or there are exactly 2 odd 
components in each of 2~;, 2~; and 2~~’ + 2~; = 0 (mod 2). By use of 
Lemma 4 of [l] we can obtain all components of 2~; odd. This is the 
same as passing to the isomorph of C, which contains C, . Since each 
component of (2K’) p* is divisible by 4 and a < sm(b, c) it can be shown 
that p = ~*/2 and h = X*/2 must be in Cz . Hence, the number of 
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factorizations can be obtained from Section 4. If the x0 ,..., x, are odd, 
we have n = g:(d); if there are exactly 2 odd components in each of 
2/q', 2K2', we have n = g,“(d) also. 
We now treat the case of K’ in C, , i.e., the x,, ,..., x, are all even. Since 
K’ is primitive modulo 2, the x,, ,..., x, are not all divisible by 4. Here, 
the factorization zaK’ = + becomes Z’+‘K’ = A*p*, where h* = 2h, 
p* = 2~ are both in C, . From this we obtain K’F* = 2c-ah*. Thus, 
each component of K’c* must be even. As in the previous case, we are 
at liberty to pass to the isomorph of C, , which contains C, , if necessary. 
In the case a < sm(b, c) it can be shown that X = h”/2 and E.L = p*J2 
must be in C, . Hence, the number of factorizations can again be obtained 
from the result for C, . In this case put K’ = K~’ + z)K~’ where K~‘, K~’ are 
in L. If NK~’ iS odd or NK~’ E NK~’ E 2 (mod 4) with K~’ + K~’ + 0 or 
1 + 7 (mod 2) then IZ = g:(d). If ~‘VK~’ = 0 (mod 4) or NK~’ E NK~’ = 2 
(mod 4) with K~’ + K~’ E 0 or 1 $ 7 (mod 2), then n = g,(d). 
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